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Smile if you wish
DO NOT WALK!

A pedestrian was running across the road when there was ‘DO NOT
WALK’ sign. The other pedestrian was puzzled and asked the first one –
Pedestrian 2 : Hello! Why did you run across the road when the ‘Do not
Walk’ sign is on.
Pedestrian 1 : What was wrong with that?
Pedestrian 2 : You are not supposed to walk when that sign was on.
Pedestrian 1 : That is why I did not walk. I ran quickly!
Pedestrian 2 : ???

Xerox Copy!

Operator : Sir! May I help you?
Customer: Thank you! Can I have a copy of this document?
Operator : Yes sir! Have a seat sir. (He gets the copy & original in few minutes.)
Customer starts staring at the copy and original document.
Operator : Any problem, Sir?
Customer: Not yet. I am comparing the Xerox to original!
Operator : ?!@#$

Crazy Boss!

A new energetic, arrogant person was given Manager role. Even though that person is not
capable, he started showing off. The workers were little scared to deal with this tough guy. The
new manager came out to the lobby and noticed a person carefully observing the notice board.
Boss : Hay! Man, what are looking into?
Person : Trying to figure out the coming holidays list.
Boss : You are supposed to work and finish your job. You are wasting time just looking into
notice board. We do not need people who simply spend time during office hours.
(He gets wild and says) I am terminating you at this minute , take this amount (pays a
month salary) and leave immediately!
Without any response that person leaves.
Boss : (to one of his subordinates) Who is that guy? What was his roll here?
Sub-ordinate : He is a pizza guy. He came to deliver Pizza!
Boss : ? ?

Future Tense!

Teacher : “I sleep” – change this into future tense.
Student : “You woke up!”
Teacher :

X-Ray!

Patient : Doctor! What does the X-ray of my head show?
Doctor : I’m glad! It doesn’t show anything.
Patient :
Let us see some more jokes in next issue. Till then, Good Bye!

